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Abstract
Flatwood Camp was used from 1892 until 1899 as the location for the 28 day
summer camp of the 4th Battalion The Prince Albert’s (Somersetshire Light Infantry)
sited in a field of that name on Claverton Down, southeast of Bath.
Permanent buildings are shown on the 1904 25” Ordnance Survey map and a
geophysical survey was carried out in August 2021 using magnetometry and
resistivity equipment. No clear results were realised except in one area suggesting
most buildings were wooden. Possible fireplace evidence was found.
Metal detecting in and around the survey areas produced items from the 18 th to 20th
century with only coins, corrugated iron and a military button that could possibly be
linked to the camp. A buried water pipe network once linking a windpump to the
camp buildings and a later reservoir was also discovered.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Location
The work was carried out on Rainbow Wood Farm, a property owned and
leased by the National Trust to the southeast of Bath. The field known as
Flatwood where the Camp was held is shown in Fig 1.

Figure 1 : Claverton Down showing Flatwood field in red
All mapped images in this report are aligned with north to the top unless shown.

1.2 Dates
The survey was undertaken over 4 days from 5 – 8 July 2021 with a follow-up day on
24 November 2021.

1.3 Personnel
The survey was led by Tim Lunt and David Stubbs and performed by the
following members of the National Trust Skyline and Dyrham Archaeology
Monitoring Groups and Bath and Counties Archaeological Society (BACAS)
:
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Jon Allman, Martin Ansell, Rob Arkell, Terri Bell, Bruce Buswell, Jane Briggs, Steve
Drew, Ian Hanmer, Roderick Kemp, John Knapper, Janet Pryke, Sue Rhodes.

1.4 The Site
The site centred at ST777634 is a large grass field of approx 36 acres,
edged by wall, fence and hedge with housing on its south side. It slopes
gradually away to the east with a few scattered trees and thorn bush. There
are signs of prehistoric field boundaries but no structures.

Figure 2 : Lidar and Satellite images of Flatwood field

1.5 Acknowledgements
The National Trust for permission to conduct the surveys
James Gay, Rainbow Wood Farm for access to the Flatwood field
The Museum of Somerset for its help regarding possible military artifacts
The Museum of Bath at Work for its help in identifying various finds
Julian Welbank for his advice regarding water pipe construction
The Fashion Museum Bath for advice regarding the 18c buckle
Ordnance Survey (OS) maps, © Crown copyright
Aerial satellite photographs, © Google Earth.
The time and effort of all the BACAS and National Trust staff and volunteers involved
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2 Background
Flatwood Camp was used from 1892 until 1899 as the location for the 28 day
summer camp of the 4th Battalion Prince Albert’s (Somersetshire Light Infantry).
The Prince Albert's Light Infantry (Somersetshire Regiment) was formed on 1 July
1881, based at Jellalabad Barracks, Taunton, as a result of Army reforms in which
the county's militia and rifle volunteer battalions were included within the regiment
alongside the regular battalions, and all became numbered battalions (1st, 2nd, 3rd,
4th etc). The 4th Battalion had formerly been the 2nd Somersetshire Light Infantry
Militia. Within months the regiment had been retitled to become The Prince Albert's
(Somersetshire Light Infantry). The militia battalions were the equivalent of today’s
Army Reserve and soldiers were required to attend regular training, including a 28
day summer camp.
The 4th Battalion was ‘embodied’, i.e. called up for full time service, in December
1899. It embarked at Southampton on 8 March 1900 for service in South Africa and
returned home in May 1902. It was disbanded in 1908 and its colours laid up in Bath
Abbey.
No evidence has been found regarding the use of Flatwood Camp following the
return of the 4th Battalion in 1902. The Bath Chronicle did report on 7 June 1906 that
after a “long absence” the 4th Somersets were again encamping in Bath, this time at
Kingsdown, Box, it being ”several years since the Battalion had camped at Claverton
Down”. The paper also reported that “For the sheds and other permanent buildings
which used to belong to the Corps were sold off, and everybody had to be content
with a canvas roof”.
The camp appeared on only one Ordnance Survey series, the 1902 Revision of
Somerset Sheet XIV.10 which is reproduced below. The camp appeared on neither
the previous 1888 revision nor the subsequent 1921 revision.
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Figure 3 : Ordnance Survey series, 1902 Revision of Somerset Sheet XIV.10,
published 1904
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3 Geophysics
3.1 Gridding
The area was covered by 15 grids laid out in 20m squares and sited in three areas of
the field where structures were shown on the 1922 OS map.
The layout, grid numbering and positions are shown in Appendix A.

3.2 Twin Probe Resistance
The investigation used twin-probe resistance with 1m probe spacing performed with
a Frobisher TAR-3 device. Readings were taken at 0.5m intervals along lines 1m
apart giving 800 readings per 20m grid square.

3.3 Magnetometry
The instrument used was a Bartington 601-2 dual fluxgate gradiometer.

3.4 Metal Detection
Various Garrett and other beat frequency induction equipment.

3.5 Software
The magnetometer and twin probe resistance meters were downloaded to a
computer running Windows XP and the data analysed using INSITE v3 software.
Resistivity data were downloaded to the same computer using TR proprietary
software and formatted for analysis using RES2DINV.
Metal detector finds were logged manually with GPS position and data applied to
Google Earth satellite mapping.
Image overlays were carried out with QGIS geographic information software
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3.6 Magnetometry and Resistivity Survey Results
The areas of Flatwood surveyed corresponded to the three areas where structures
were marked on the 1904 OS map. These are shown in Fig 4 and are identified in
the report as the Camp Buildings, the Large Building and the Butts, although whether
the latter did in fact represent the targets of a rifle range was uncertain.

Figure 4 : 1904 structures on Flatwood
3.6.1 Camp Buildings
Reports in the Bath Chronicle in 1892 suggest that the six, possibly seven buildings,
including the Large Building, lining the north sides of Flatwood could have contained
officer’s mess, sergeants mess, stores, canteen and recreation room. The body of
troops would have been camped to the south and there most likely would have been
a parade ground fronting the Camp Buildings.
The magnetometry results shown in Fig 5 below identify in the white spots the areas
of likely fire events which may be as a result of hearths associated with the buildings.
For the two larger white areas these may be occasional bonfires from when hedge
trimming was taking place in the field. Overlay of the 1904 OS map shows that at
least three fire points were associated with the edge of buildings and could be
indication of fireplaces for heating or cooking.
The resistivity results are more disappointing as there is little, if any, indication of the
buildings and suggests that they were wooden and possibly built on wooden pile
footings which would not register. The huts were recorded as being brought from
Leigh Hill camping ground near Taunton to Flatwood (see Background) and reported
by the Bath Chronicle in 1892 as being of corrugated iron and brick construction.
The only remaining fragment of building at Leigh Hill is a fireplace and flue of brick
construction. The buildings might therefore be expected to have left a greater mark.
11

Figure 5 : Magnetometry results with map overlay

Figure 6 : Resistivity results above with map overlay below
3.6.2 Large Building
The Large Building away from the main area of soldiering activity suggests ancillary
functions such as cooking, washing, stores or latrines which would not be wanted
centrally. Army sources however suggest that a larger building away from the central
area is often officer territory for their mess room and other uses.
The magnetometry results shown in Fig 7 are confused by what turned out to be buried
water pipes which were discovered by the metal detection. Section 4 gives details of this
water pipe network. However the west side of the Large Building does seem to show on
the magnetometry results suggesting this may have had stone or brick footings.
Resistivity results (Fig 8) showed the water pipes more clearly with a main pipe passing
in front of the building and a spur around the side. No other building features can be
clearly discerned.
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Figure 7 : Magnetometry results showing map overlay on the right

Figure 8 : Resistivity results showing map overlay on the right
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3.6.3 Butts
The two rather ambiguous features in the west of Flatwood could have been the
possible site for target butts of a rifle range although an earth bunker would be
expected as part of the layout, especially with a public footpath running behind.
Metal detection found no remains of ammunition and subsequent research pointed to
use of other ranges including most probably the nearest on Bathampton Down where
the target bunker now forms an elevated plinth for the tee to the 5th hole of Bath Golf
Club ! The Bathampton Butts were probably given up in 1894 and following the
replacement of the Martini-Henry rifle with magazine rifles in 1895, the lack of an
adequate rifle range continued to cause problems.
The structures probably had no connection with the Camp and were simply
agricultural buildings of some type. No geophysical evidence could be found.

Figure 9 : Butts magnetometry results showing map overlay on the right

Figure 10 : Butts resistivity results showing map overlay on the right
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4 Metal Detection
Metal detection was only carried out in and around the gridded areas. Metal finds were
made together with some pottery shards of which the most significant are discussed in
the Finds section 5.
The major discovery by metal detection was the buried water pipe network (shown in red
in Fig 11 ) connecting a windpump in the east of the field with the various camp buildings
and probably a Victorian water reservoir in a neighbouring field. The final link to the
reservoir has not yet been found (shown in pink below) so is surmised.

Figure 11 : Flatwood water pipes in red overlaid on 1902 OS map

4.1 Windpump
The windpump (ST7790363458) stood near the northeast edge of Flatwood and the
position is now marked by a small thorn bush where the remains of the bottom of the
pump stanchions can still be found. Although a spring emerges in the trees down the
slope, no pipes other than the two main water pipes heading west were detected which
indicates that the pump was raising water vertically through a shaft from the shallow
groundwater.

4.2 Reservoir
The southerly water main runs directly from the pump towards the stone reservoir, built
with a brick and mortar lining in an adjacent field. It is unknown when this reservoir was
built as it only appears on the 1932 OS map and is marked then as disused. It is
uncertain how water was taken from it as no pipes could be discovered continuing the
supply network to other fields.
The reservoir is unlikely to have been missed by earlier OS surveyors so both it and its
water main from the pump probably post dates the Camp era but making use of the
existing windpump. If it was constructed after the camp was demolished around 1906 it’s
15

possible that the reservoir had only a short working life with the advent of public water
supplies in the 1920/30s.

4.3 The Camp
The camp water main (1.25” outside pipe diameter) from the windpump led directly to a
mid point in front of the main camp buildings in the north of the field from where spurs
(1” outside pipe diameter) led east and west fronting these buildings. At the end of the
west spur in front of the camp buildings the base of a standpipe was found, and a similar
standpipe base might be expected at the spur east end although this was not
investigated.
A further spur led off the camp main to supply a point behind the large building. where
another standpipe base was uncovered.

Figure 12 : Line of water pipe west to the camp looking from the windpump
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Figure 13 : Spur junction to Large Building

Figure 14 : Standpipe base behind Large Building
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5 Finds
Metal detecting was allowed as part of our field survey work. Over 100 objects were
recovered. A complete list of finds is included at Appendix B.
Unfortunately, the finds have so far contributed little to our understanding of the 28 day
summer camps. Research is ongoing. However, some are of local historic or social
interest, and these are described below.

5.1 18th Century breeches buckle
An 18th century knee buckle dating from between 1720 and 1790 was found close to the
northeast boundary of the field.

Figure 15 : 18th century knee buckle
A comparison with Ralph Allen’s estate map from the early 1760s suggests that the
location is close to the boundary of one of the plantations he created in 1740 and not far
from one of his carriage rides. Perhaps the buckle had been dropped by one of the
20,000 people reported to have visited the horse races held in the vicinity.
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Figure 16 : Ralph Allen’s estate map from the early 1760s
The Bath Fashion Museum kindly had a look at a photograph of the buckle and advised
that it would have been worn on the strap or panel at the knee level of a pair of
menswear breeches, to keep the look and line tight. They think that buckles would have
been removed and interchanged between garments in the 18th century. Perhaps that is
why it became separated, falling out of a bag or pocket perhaps, and ended up on
Claverton Down.
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5.2 Unidentified tag
A small aluminium tag stamped with “4 St” and “415” was found close to the northwest
boundary in the vicinity of the permanent camp buildings.

Figure 17 : Aluminium tag
At first, we thought this was perhaps a soldier’s dog tag, the “4 St” meaning 4th
Somersets, until research revealed that dog tags were introduced in 1907, nine years
after the last summer camp. We consulted with the Somerset Museums Service in
Taunton who suspect it is unlikely that it has a military origin. They have never seen the
Somersets abbreviated to ST. From 1881 the regiment had become the Somerset Light
Infantry which was most commonly abbreviated to Som LI or SLI.
Given this, they suspect the tag was for another identification function, possibly a
luggage tag for an address or a marker for a product or a more civilian use.

5.3 Army button
Also found close to the northwest boundary in the vicinity of the permanent camp
buildings was a small two piece metal button with a crown, lion, unicorn and royal coat of
arms. On the obverse side is the lettering “TWIGG & CO BIRMINGHAM”, makers of
military buttons.
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Figure 18 : Army button
Research on a South African militaria collectors web site (www.bidorbuy.co.za) suggests
this is a Boer War British General Service button.

5.4 Civilian button
Close to the northeast boundary of the field was found a single press metal button with
four holes and indistinct lettering which may be “Tiley & Co Bath”.

Figure 19 : Civilian button
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We consulted the Museum of Bath at Work who advised that the most likely origin for
the button is either Ruth Tiley – a dressmaker of 15 Monmouth Place or Frank Tilly a
tailor of 19 Lower Borough Walls. Both were active in the 1880s in Bath. If the spelling is
definitely Tiley then it must be the dressmaker as there are few enough references to
Bathonians with the surname spelt like that. They presume she ( or possibly he) had
buttons stamped with their name that they attached to the clothing they turned out.
Perhaps the button was dropped by a civilian visiting the camp on a sports day in the
1890s or one of Miss Weston’s “band of ladies”.

5.5 Schweppes bottle top
Found close to the gate on the northwest field boundary was a metal Schweppes bottle
top with the wording “By appointment to the late King George VI”, which would date it to
1952, the year Elizabeth II ascended to the throne on the death of her father George VI.
Perhaps dropped by a picnicker or farm worker.

Figure 20 : Schweppes bottle top

5.6 Coins
Scattered across the field were found four mid to late Victorian pennies and three mid to
late Victorian half pennies. Most were badly corroded and difficult to date accurately.
The image below is of a penny dated 1868.
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Figure 21 : 1868 Penny

5.7 Pottery and glass
Fragments of red clay pottery, white glazed pottery and coloured decorated pottery were
found in ten locations across the field. The largest collection of over 50 fragments was
found 300mm deep close to the western boundary in the vicinity of what might have
been two small buildings. The image below shows the wide range of colours and
designs.

Figure 22 : Pottery
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In the same hole there was a rusty metal sheet and pieces of charcoal which suggested
that perhaps this was a location where cooking had taken place.
Close by were two fragments of clear glass, one of which appeared to have been part of
a bottle with the lettering “ELL & FORTT”, most likely the Bath-based company of Cater,
Stoffell and Fortt Ltd which, according to the Bristol Archives, was founded in 1879 as a
result of the amalgamation of three businesses.

Figure 23 : Glass fragments

The first of these was Cater and Company, a grocery and wine merchant business
founded by Richard Cater, a talented entrepreneur who had persuaded the Bath
Corporation to grant him a license to aerate, bottle and sell the water from the hot
mineral springs under the name of "Sulis Water." The second was a group of grocery
and wine merchant businesses owned by William Stoffell. He had moved to Bath from
Leytonstone, Essex in 1881 and by 1889 had acquired three businesses. The third was
Fortt & Son, owned by Frederick William Fortt. This was a restaurant and catering
business, founded by William Fortt in 1820, and Frederick was his grandson.
Close to the line of the water pipe running to the north of the Large Building was found a
damaged Codd-neck bottle with the lettering “L BRISTOW/PETER St/BATH”. The Bath
Directories held at the Bath Record Office confirm that a Luke Bristow was a Ginger
Beer maker between 1880 and 1896 and a Mineral Water Manufacturer between 1897
and 1908. The Bath at Work Museum have advised that this bottle would not have been
for ginger beer as he had the stoneware bottles for that. The Codd bottle would have
been for all other fizzy drinks, so it could have been soda water, lemonade, orangeade,
limeade etc. or mixtures of flavours.
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Figure 24 : Codd-neck bottle

5.8 Field cooking
In the same location as the cache of glazed pottery fragments was found a possible gas
or kerosene stove diffuser with a 12mm gas or kerosene feed pipe. The small stones
might have acted as the diffuser.
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Figure 25 : Stove diffusers
A similar diffuser without the feed pipe was found on the other side of the field close to
the northeast boundary.
Enquiries made of the Somerset Museums Service and the Army Museum have shed no
light on the equipment used for field cooking in the 1890s.

5.9 Brass knobs
Two similar brass objects were found in the vicinity of the permanent buildings on the
northwest field boundary.
Were these brass bed knobs? Was one of them a poker handle?

Figure 26 : Brass knobs
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6 Comment and Conclusions
6.1 Buildings
The permanent buildings at Flatwood seem to have left little evidence of soil disturbance
or solid foundations which would be expected if brick or stone were involved as a base
to walls or floors. The corrugated iron finds suggest that this material could have been
the skin of the buildings laid over a wooden framework and the structure sat directly on
the ground or on wooden pilings. Only with the Large Building is there a hint of solid
building footings showing in the magnetometry results.
The magnetometry results also suggest that fireplaces or hearths were associated with
some buildings. Pictures of typical military huts of this time often have brick fireplace and
chimney but more indication of these would be expected in the surveys. As the camps
took place only in summer and cooking could have done on portable kitchens or
elsewhere in the field, there may have been no real need for permanent fireplaces.
A later communication by a metal detectorist who had searched Flatwood in the 1970s
reported finding a series of large metal plates approximately 12-18” deep at regular
spacing in the field. They all showed signs of burning and he had presumed them to be
some sort of bases for fire pits. The survey did not find these metal plates in and around
the buildings so they would probably lie in the part of Flatwood where the tents were
placed and used as the base for campfires to sit around or cook.

6.2 The Water Mains
The extensive water main system established across Flatwood was clearly considered
vital in order to support a large number of troops resident for some weeks in the field
and in a time before any public water supply. The windpump installed on the eastern
edge of the field had sufficient power to raise the water approx 5m from the water table
but also around another 10m to the camp buildings. Standpipes in probably three
places, either end of the Camp Buildings and behind the Large Building, were the
outlets.
The second water main from the windpump to the reservoir appears to have been
constructed after the Camp had gone as the reservoir was not recorded on the 1904 OS
map. The windpump was used again for this with new pipework.
The reservoir stands at the highest point of Claverton Down and must have been built
for farm purposes but no links to farm buildings or other fields was found.
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6.3 Finds
The finds show activity before,during and after the period of occupation by the camp,
bracketed by the 18th century buckle and the mid 20th century bottle top. Most items are
stray bits of metalwork lost during agricultural work in the field but some items such as
the coins, corrugated iron, glass bottles and the military button can with some likelihood
be linked to the Camp era.

6.4 Conclusions
No evidence of the various uses for the buildings was found and excavation might be a
next step although unlikely to produce definitive results. The Large Building would be of
the most interest as it may have been the most solidly constructed with brick or stone
foundations and, together with its unusual size, shape and position away from the main
camp activity, suggests either a communal support function or officer’s mess room and
accommodation.
The layout and purpose of the camp water supply has been well-defined and understood
but questions remain over the reservoir. Connections must have existed from this water
supply to troughs around the farm and possibly the farmhouse or it would have served
no purpose. It is also necessary to confirm that the pipe from the windpump traced in
Flatwood field continued to the reservoir.
Further metal detecting across Flatwood could rediscover the metal plates found in the
1970s and identify the area used for the camp tents. Detection in this area could also
unearth new finds dropped by soldiers.
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Appendix
A Grid Layout
Grid numbering is shown in Fig 27 covering the three survey areas. Positioning of the
grids was made as follows :
Grids 1-9 : A (NW corner of grid 1) 20.4m from west gatepost; AB north back line of
grids 10m from hedge; B(NE corner of grid 9) 17.1m from west gatepost
Grids 10-11 : West back line of grids along wall; D(NW corner of grid 11) 28.3m from C
at stile point
Grids 12-15 : E (east junction of grids 13 and 15) 16m from F at the SW corner
stanchion of the windpump; G (north junction of grids 14 and 15) 31.5m from H at centre
of large tree base

Figure 27 : Grid numbering and positions
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B

Finds List

Finds and Excavations, Flatwood Camp, Claverton
Down, Bath
All dimensions mm
Approximate
Locations
Location 1
Location 2
Location 3
Location 4
Location 5
Location 6
Location 7

Site Code: FC
Geophys Grids 1-5
Geophys Grids 10-11
West of Grids 12 to 15
Geophys Grids 6 to 9
South of Geophys Grids 1 to 6
Northeast of Geophys Grid 9
In vicinity of wind pump

Date

URN

Grid Ref ST

Location

Description

Group

05/07/2021

1

77650

63536

1

Metal (? Brass) knob
with rusty remnant of
something previously
inserted. (similar to, but
not the same as 57). 54
long max 30 wide.

Knob

05/07/2021

2

77646

63530

1

Metal bar (25 deep, 200
long) at 500 depth
orientated EW.
Evidence of charcoal.

Metal

05/07/2021

3

77650

63530

1

Triangular piece of rusty
metal with single hole.
7x7.5x7.5.

Metal

05/07/2021

4

77652

63539

1

Two piece metal button
(? Brass). 2.5 diam.
Crown, lion, unicorn and
royal coat of arms.
Lettering "TWIGG & CO
BIRMINGHAM" (makers
of military buttons).

Button

05/07/2021
05/07/2021

5
6

77632
77610

63532
63515

1
1

Mangled can lid
Rusty four sided metal
nail with head, 5 wide
and 60 long.

Metal
Nail

05/07/2021

7

77592

63507

1

Two rusty metal bars
about 3 wide and
150/130 long 150 long,
one with two holes and
each with half a hole in
the end. Were probably
originally one piece with
three holes.

Metal

05/07/2021
05/07/2021

8
9

77597
77585

63519
63505

1
1

Small metal eyelet
Metal Schweppes bottle
top "By appointment to
the late King George
VI".

Metal
Metal

30

05/07/2021

10.1

77647

63514

1

Two pieces of rusty
metal with bevelled
edges. One L shaped
70X120 the other T
shaped 55X70.

Metal

05/07/2021

10.2

77647

63514

1

Two shards of red clay
pottery, one side partly
blackened.

Pottery

05/07/2021

11

77631

63532

1

6 small pieces if
aluminium.

Metal

05/07/2021

12

77623

63515

1

Small piece of mangled
metal, 45 long and 1mm
outside diameter. (?
pipe)

Metal

05/07/2021

13

77592

63492

1

Small piece of irregular
shaped rusty iron max
50x35.

Metal

05/07/2021

14

77590

83505

1

Coin. Corroded. No
visible markings but the
same diameter and
weight as 1860s coins.

Coin

05/07/2021

15

77623

63503

1

Two small pieces of
irregular rusty
corrugated iron, onepiece max 100x64 and
the other 50x50.

Metal

05/07/2021

16

77661

63524

1

Metal

05/07/2021

17

77656

63527

1

05/07/2021

18

77654

63523

1

Triangular piece of rusty
metal with upturned
serrated edge, serrated
edge 145, plain edge
115.
Small knob (? Brass)
with small hook
attached
Small fragment of
irregular rusty metal,
max 55x35.

05/07/2021

19

77649

63524

1

Small metal disc with
remains of possible
fixing on rear, 38 diam.
(? part of button)

Button

05/07/2021

20

77646

63521

1

Small irregular shaped
metal fragment, max
45x25.

Metal

05/07/2021

21

77640

63519

1

Small fragment of
aluminium

Metal

05/07/2021

22

77638

63517

1

Small piece of folded
aluminium, max 70x30.

Metal

05/07/2021

23

77634

63515

1

Coin. Corroded.
Victorian Half Penny.
Date 18[6]2. Lettering Victoria/D.G./Britt./Reg./
F.D.

Coin

05/07/2021

24

77624

63514

1

Heavy metal ring c55
diam.

Metal

05/07/2021

25

77604

63502

1

Small thin metal ring,
c25 diam.

Metal

31

Knob

Metal

05/07/2021

26

77605

63498

1

Heavy rusty iron
rectangle (95x55) with
substantial hook
attached.

Metal

05/07/2021

27

77596

63495

1

Coin

05/07/2021

28

77576

63490

1

Coin - Corroded.
Probably a Victorian
Penny. Lettering
"WPEN"
Rectangular metal (?
brass) with a
rectangular slot and two
holes. 45x10. Possible
face plate for a lock.

05/07/2021

29.1

77638

63510

1

Bent rusty four sided
nail with head, 5 wide
and 50 long.

Nail

05/07/2021

29.2

77638

63510

1

Half a rusty four sided
nut, 35 head and c20
gauge.

Metal

05/07/2021

30

77650

63507

1

Piece of uneven stone
150 deep and 300x400.
Probably bed rock.

Stone

05/07/2021
05/07/2021

30.1
30.2

77650
77650

63507
63507

1
1

Metal ring 32 diam.
Small fragment white
glazed pottery

Metal
Pottery

05/07/2021

31

77640

63509

1

Rusty bent round nail
with head, c65 long

Nail

05/07/2021

32

77629

63508

1

Rusty round nail with
head, 55 long.

Nail

05/07/2021

33

77638

63508

1

Half a, possibly six
sided, rusty nut. C25
head and 20 gauge.

Metal

05/07/2021

34.1

77656

63526

1

Large piece of red clay
pottery with lip, max
68x50

Pottery

05/07/2021

34.2

77656

63526

1

Rusty four sided metal
nail with head, 8 wide
and 65 long.

Nail

05/07/2021

34.3

77656

63526

1

Two small pieces of
white glazed pottery

Pottery

05/07/2021

34.4

77656

63526

1

Very small piece if white
glazed pottery with
some blue

Pottery

05/07/2021

34.5

77656

63526

1

Part of (? fire) brick,
50thick, 110 lock (part)

Brick

05/07/2021

35

77599

63513

1

Round metal (?
brass)16 diam and 5
deep. Possible end of
shell case.

Metal

05/07/2021

36

77604

63519

1

Aluminium tag 25x35,
with "F ST, 415"

Military

05/07/2021

38

77669

635533

1

Piece of uneven stone
100 deep and 270x370.
Probably bed rock.

Stone

32

Metal

06/07/2021

39

77541

63385

2

Round metal with
serrated edge and 10
half moons cut out with
evidence of three feet
on the underside. 44
diam.? Trivet.

Metal

06/07/2021

40

77542

63392

2

300 deep a rusty metal
sheet with pieces of
charcoal. 40.1 and 40.2
found on top and
underneath the metal
sheet.

Metal

06/07/2021

40.1

77542

63392

2

Over 50 pieces of
glazed pottery of varying
styles and patterns

Pottery

06/07/2021

40.2

77542

63392

2

Three pieces of glass. 1
Clear with lettering "ELL
& FORTT". 2 Part bottle
top. 3 Dark green.

Glass

06/07/2021

41

77540

63370

2

300 deep part of a piece
of corrugated iron
200x200. 41.1 found on
top.

Metal

06/07/2021

41.1

77540

63370

2

7 shards of white glazed
pottery with brown
patterns and a green
line (? scorched)

Pottery

06/07/2021

42

77533

63374

2

450 deep piece of thin
rusty metal 100x125
with thicker rusty metal
underneath. 42.2 found
on top.

Metal

06/07/2021

43

2

450 deep close to 42 a
piece of part of a
painted white thin metal
100x300 visible

Metal

06/07/2021

44.1

77540

63362

2

Six fragments of white
glazed pottery

Pottery

06/07/2021

44.2

77540

63362

2

One piece of bone, 10.5
long and presumed
animal.

Bone

06/07/2021

44.3

77540

63362

2

Bone

06/07/2021

45

77553

63354

2

Three fragments of
burnt bone, presumed
animal.
Coin. Corroded.
Victorian Half Penny.
?1896

06/07/2021

46

77550

63358

2

Possible gas stove
diffuser, 70 diam. With
gas feed pipe 12 diam.?
stones acting as
diffusers.

Cooking

06/07/2021

47

77829

63513

3

Knee buckle 35v30.
1720 to 1790.

Clothing

06/07/2021

48

77741

63553

4

Hollow metal Trapezoid,
c30x30.

Metal

33

Coin

06/07/2021

49.1

77824

63646

4

Coin. Corroded.
Victorian Penny dated
1868. No other
markings but the same
size as other identifiable
pennies.

Coin

06/07/2021

49.2

77824

63646

4

Coin. Corroded.
Undated Victorian
Penny. "ICTORIA" and
"NY" lettering. Same
size as other identifiable
Pennies.

Coin

06/07/2021

50

77687

63526

4

Shard of metal with
rough hole. 35x25.

Metal

06/07/2021

51

77718

63547

4

Metal

06/07/2021

52

77672

63546

4

Fragment of thin metal
folded over. Max
60x35.
Short length of (lead)
pipe. 85 long and c5
diam.

06/07/2021

53

77695

63544

4

Metal buckle (frame
only), 52v48 outside
measurement.

Clothing

06/07/2021

54

77708

63557

4

Metal

06/07/2021

55

77725

63565

4

Triangular piece of rusty
metal, one edge curved.
Straight sides 78 and
52.
Saw with remains of
plastic handle. Blade
320 long. Not retained.

06/07/2021

56

77725

63573

4

Rectangular piece of
heavy rusty metal,
slightly curved, 75x55.

Metal

06/07/2021

57

77721

63566

4

Metal (? Brass) knob.
(similar to, but not the
same as 1). 52 long
max 30 wide.

Metal

07/07/2021

58

77684

63527

5

Large rusty nut and bolt.
170 long 19 diam.

Metal

07/07/2021

59

77681

63524

5

Rusty rectangular piece
of metal with 3 holes
and champhered at on
end, 47x35 max.

Metal

07/07/2021

60

77684

63528

5

Curved piece of rusty
metal, 80 wide and max.
85 long.? Gutter end

Metal

07/07/2021

61

77692

63524

5

300 deep, a section of
1"(ext) iron pipe

Water
supply

07/07/2021

62

77748

63573

6

Short length of lead with
a single hole. 24 long,
14 wide and 2 thick.

Metal

07/07/2021

63

77754

63581

6

Rusty metal wood
splitter wedge, 35 long
and 55 wide.

Metal

07/07/2021

64

77753

63591

6

Rusty 12 thick metal
ring with ext. diam. of
60.

Metal

34

Metal

Tool

07/07/2021

65

77763

63582

6

Small rectangular piece
if thin metal with 8
rectangular slots, 60x30.

Metal

07/07/2021

66

77767

63572

6

Possibly a round metal
gas diffuser with
evidence of gravel
diffuser material. Unlike
46 there is no gas inlet
pipe. 66 ext. diam.

Cooking

07/07/2021

67

77781

63574

6

Heavy rusty triangular
piece of metal with a
raised edged.
c210/180/150 side
lengths.? Ploughshare.

Metal

07/07/2021

68

77868

63477

3

Coin. Corroded. Half
Penny, 190?9. "GRA"
lettering so probably
Edward VII.

Coin

07/07/2021

69

77868

63477

3

Single press metal
button with four holes,
1.6 diam. Lettering may
be "Tiley & Co Bath" but
unclear.

Button

08/07/2021
08/07/2021

70
71

77873
77869

63477
63477

3
3

Cooking
Metal

08/07/2021

71A

77971

63478

3

Two small pieces of coal
Corrugated iron with
one hole (15 diam.),
180x230.
Fragments of metal with
ash, 300 deep

08/07/2021

72

77873

63478

3

Pottery

08/07/2021

73

77877

63478

3

Fragments of metal with
ash, 300 deep, and
small piece of yellow
pottery.
Fragments of ash, 300
deep.

08/07/2021

73.1

77877

63478

3

Fragment of red clay
pottery

Pottery

08/07/2021

73.2

77877

63478

3

Possible four sided rusty
nail, 37 long.

Nail

08/07/2021

74

77878

63478

3

Corrugated iron, 300
deep.

Metal

08/07/2021

75

77671

63525

3

Nail

08/07/2021

76

77694

63522

3

Four sided rusty nail
with remains of head, 54
long.
Short length of broken
lead pipe, 75 long with
c6 diam.

08/07/2021

77.1

77710

63493

3

Piece of shaped rusty
metal, max 120 ling and
max 40 wide.

Metal

08/07/2021

77.2

77710

63493

3

Small piece of white
glazed pottery

Pottery

08/07/2021

78

3

Square frame of rusty
metal, 90x95 and c5
thick.

Metal

35

Cooking

Cooking

Metal

08/07/2021

79

77613

63488

5

350 down, an iron 1"
(ext) pipe ending in a
collar attached to a 4"
capped off vertical
section. Pipe running
241 West.? site of a
standpipe.

Water
supply

08/07/2021

80

77608

63479

5

Rusty iron ring with
remains of rubber
gaskets, 62 inner diam
and 16 thick.

Metal

08/07/2021

81

77821

63482

5

250 down, a 1.25" (Ext.)
iron pipe running 285W.

Water
supply

08/07/2021

82

77899

63460

7

Two pieces of glass
including remains of a
bottle top with the
lettering "PACT M".

Glass

08/07/2021

83

77909

63456

7

Four sided rusty nail 65
long with head.

Nail

08/07/2021

84

77908

63460

7

Two six-sided rusty
nuts, one with part of a
bolt, c24 gauge.

Metal

08/07/2021

85

77918

63460

7

Water
supply

08/07/2021

86

77919

63464

7

Section of rusty metal
threaded1" pipe, 35
long.
Thin square metal with
folded over edges,
75x60.? Lid

24/11/2021

87

77904

63460

7

280 down, a 1.25" (Ext.)
iron pipe running.

Water
supply

24/11/2021

88

77874
77878

63467
63467

3

Water
supply

24/11/2021

89

77876

63483

3

280 down, a length of
1.25" (Ext.) iron pipe
running.
300 down broken
concrete, barbed wire
and a Codd bottle with
lettering "L BRISTOW
PETER ST BATH" and
"LB" on the base.

24/11/2021

90

77889

63505

3

230 down, an iron 1"
(ext) pipe ending in a
collar attached to a
2.75" capped off vertical
section.? site of a
standpipe.

Water
supply

24/11/2021

91

77867

63469

3

200 down. An iron 1.25"
(ext) pipe with a T
junction to a 1" (ext) iron
pipe.

Water
supply

36

Metal

Glass

